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Background: Development of digital radiography revolutionized the field of
medical imaging and increased the diagnostic accuracy. Despite its
advantages, such as wide dynamic range and post-processing capacity,
patient dosage has increased. The present study aimed to evaluate the
entrance surface doses (ESDs) of primary beams to organs and the scatter
dose received by pelvis in digital and analog systems with an emphasis on the
radiation field size. Materials and Methods: A whole body phantom PBU-50,
and TLD GR-200 chips, were used to measure ESDs. Radiation techniques
used in analog and digital systems were implemented, using a Pars Pad
radiography unit. Exposure factors in digital radiography were applied for
both standard and clinically used radiation field sizes. Radiography was
performed in the extremities, skull, chest, abdomen, pelvis, and lumbar spine.
In each view, three dosimeters were placed on the phantom body to measure
primary dose. Three others were also placed on pubic symphysis to measure
scattered dose. Results: In digital and analog techniques, the difference in
primary doses was significant for limbs, unlike large organs (P=0.00).
However, scattered dose to the pelvis was not significantly different
(P=0.7417). Comparison of standard digital and clinically used field sizes
showed significant differences in the scattered dose received by pelvis
(P=0.014), while the primary dose differences were not significant (P=0.468).
Conclusion: Inadequate radiation protection, especially the use of an
improper radiation field size and misuse of digital system capabilities, can
result in increased patient dosage.
Keywords: Analog radiography, digital radiography, ESDs, field size, radiation
protection.

INTRODUCTION
Discovery of X-rays in 1895 by Wilhelm
Conrad Rontgen opened new horizons in
medical sciences. However, the challenging
nature of ionizing radiation has highlighted the
importance of protective measures. The highly
penetrating nature of X-rays and differences in
the sensitivity of body tissues to this type of
radiation are responsible for the biological

effects in humans. To limit the harmful tissue
reactions and the stochastic effects of X-rays, the
International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP) has recommended two
principles of justification and optimization (1).
Since radiological imaging has become one of the
main diagnostic methods to determine the cause
of diseases, some concerns have been raised
regarding full adherence to protective and
patient dose principles (2). Accordingly, the ICRP
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introduced a diagnostic reference level (DRLs)
to optimize the radiation protection of patients
in 1996.
According to this standard, if the patient dose
is unusually high or low in a particular
procedure, a proper review is necessary. In such
cases, the entrance surface dose (ESD) is
measured
by
methods,
such
as
(3,
4).
thermoluminescence dosimetry (TLD)
Imaging systems have substantially improved
since the discovery of X-ray. Analog systems
have been used for many years, and digital
systems were developed in the 1980’s (5, 6). The
technology used in these well-accepted and
widely used systems is based on computer
processing. Advantages, such as lack of need for
a dark room and chemical processing, image
storage,
wide
dynamic
ranges,
and
post-processing capabilities, have increased the
speed and quality of imaging (7-9). However,
these systems can increase the patient dosage
due to different factors (10).
In 2004, the ICRP Publication 93 provided the
necessary
background
information
and
emphasized on patient dose management in
digital techniques (11). Unlike analog techniques,
where low or high exposure results in a bright or
dark image with no diagnostic information,
digital systems may increase the patient dose
without image disruption due to their wide
dynamic range (11-13). Although some studies
have reported dose reduction in these systems
(14), some have shown an unnecessary increase
in the average ESD with the development of
digital radiography (15).
Post-processing
capabilities of digital systems, including the use
of different filters and change of density, have
reduced the need to consider proper radiation
factors (16).
In digital systems, detectors are sensitive to
noise; therefore, operators often tend to apply
greater currents (mAs) to raise the signal-tonoise ratio (S/N), which in turn increases the
patient dose (17). Also, radiation field size, which
is an essential factor in scattered radiation,
image quality, and patient dose, should be
limited to the target area (18). According to some
studies, due to many factors, such as high
workload or convenience, field size localization
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is not properly adjusted (19, 20). On the other
hand, electronic collimation in digital systems
allows operators to use this capability rather
than adjust the field size manually; therefore, the
patient dose may increase by applying field sizes
greater than needed (21, 22). There is a direct
association between the stochastic effects and
radiation doses below 100 millisieverts (mSv).
The high risk and negative effects of cancer are
expected at doses up to 100 mSv (as a single or a
cumulative dose over a year) (1).
Recent studies have shown that the
radiographer’s knowledge of radiation hazards
is sometimes inadequate, and evaluation of
protection standards is necessary (23, 24). The
present study aimed to evaluate the ESDs of
different organs in conventional radiography
examinations using analog and digital
radiography systems. Although many studies
have compared radiography techniques in
digital and analog systems, they have often
investigated ESDs for organs with a greater
thickness, such as the lumbar spine, pelvis,
abdomen, skull, and chest (15, 25-27). In this study,
we investigated ESDs in the extremities, as well.
The scattered dose to the pelvis in these two
imaging systems was also measured and
compared. Moreover, the effect of field size
collimation in digital techniques on the received
dose of the pelvis due to examinations was
evaluated.
This is the novelty of this study, as we used a
radiography-specific whole-body phantom and
adjusted the field size and radiography exposure
factors according to the average values in the
clinical setting of our teaching hospitals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Imaging system and phantom
Pars Pad X-ray machine (model PMX-600,
Iran) was used for radiological examinations.
The system was calibrated, and the accuracy of
its performance was confirmed with a dose-area
product (DAP) meter (model NE Technology,
UK) for various kVps (Kilovoltage peak). An
anthropomorphic whole-body phantom (model
PBU-50, Japan), resembling the body mass
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 19 No. 4, October 2021
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(height of 1.65 m and weight of about 50 kg),
was scanned based on the study objectives,
according to the scan protocols in table 1.
Exposure factors and scan protocols
The average values of exposure factors in the
analog and the digital techniques were
determined, using a questionnaire by
technicians in different centers (20). In digital
technique, the average values of automatic
exposure factors in different examinations were
measured by a flat panel detector (model
Davinci premium, Italy). Since we focused on the
exposure factors and field sizes of digital and
analog imaging systems, the same radiography
unit was utilized, which eliminated the effects of

inherent and added filtration and backscattering
of the examination table (patient table) and also
kept environmental factors, such as temperature
and humidity, constant. The ESDs were also
determined for standard and clinically used field
sizes in the digital technique.
The standard field size in different
examinations was determined according to
Merrill’s Atlas Of Radiographic Positioning &
Procedures, which is known as a guideline for
diagnostic radiology techniques (18). Also, the
clinically used field sizes (non-standard) were
obtained according to the reference (20) and then
adjusted to the anthropomorphic phantom
dimensions (table 1).

Table 1. Scan protocols in analog and digital techniques (completed digital techniques with standard and clinically used field
sizes).

Organs
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Skull
Chest
Abdomen
Pelvis
Arm
Forearm
Femur
Leg
Lumbar

kVp
mAs
Focal Film Distance(cm)
Field Size (cm2)
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
clinically Analog
clinically Analog
clinically
clinically
standard
standard
standard
Standard(18)
used
used
used
used(20)
AP
65
65
63
25
25
25
100
100
20×32
30×35
LA
60
60
57
20
20
12
100
100
28×32
42×35
AP
70
70
58
10
12
30
100
110
40×35
54×45
AP
72
72
60
30
40
25
100
110
35×43
54×45
AP
68
68
57
30
40
40
100
110
43×35
45×45
AP&LA
58
58
49
15
15
4
100
100
18×43
28×50
AP&LA
55
55
44
8
8
4
100
100
13×38
22×50
AP&LA
70
74
58
20
20
40
100
110
20×43
32×54
AP&LA
60
64
49
12
12
4
100
110
15×43
26×54
AP
70
70
68
40
40
25
100
110
23×35
25×54
LA
85
85
77
40
40
50
100
110
20×35
25×54

Scanned organs
Radiography of the arms, forearms, legs,
femurs, skull, and lumbar spine was performed
in AP and LA views, and the chest, abdomen, and
pelvis were scanned in the AP view. The scanned
organs and scan protocols for the analog and
digital techniques are shown in table 1; the
digital technique was performed with standard
and clinically used field sizes.
Dosimetry
Thermoluminescence dosimeter chips (TLD
GR-200 series LiF: Mg, Cu, P, China (with a
diameter of 4.5 mm and a thickness of 0.8 mm
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 19 No. 4, October 2021

were used to measure ESDs. These chips do not
perturb radiation field due to their small sizes
and with the atomic number similar to that of
soft tissue. First, the chips were annealed in an
electric furnace (model EXCITON, Iran) at 240°C
for 11 minutes according to the reference (28). To
compensate the variations in TLDs response,
ECC (element correction coefficient) factor for
individual TLDs were obtained.
It is necessary to irradiate all TLD chips in the
sample, with the same dose. Therefore; all TLDs
were exposed to 100 cGy dose of 6 MV photons
(Siemens Primus plus LINAC) with a 1.5 cm
Plexiglas slab as the buildup cap. Reading of all
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chips were averaged and divided to reading of
anyone. To determine calibration curve, TLD
chips were divided into 20 groups of 5 and then
exposed to different doses of X-ray tube within
diagnostic radiology range (from 1.23 to 19.183
mGy) (28, 29). According to the energy range used
in different examinations (between 44 to 85 kVp
mentioned in table 1), we used 80 kVp to plot
the calibration curve.
The output of the tube was measured in TLD
location by Solidose RTI detector (from Sweden)
with a maximum error of 3%. TLD Reader
(Harshaw 3500, USA), was used to read the
chips. The reading of each TLD was multiplied
by corresponding ECC factor and the average
value for each group was calculated. Then
calibration curve was plotted against dose
(figure 1) and the relationship between
absorbed dose and TLD response was calculated
by fitting the data (equation 1):
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Y (nC) = 69.4 × X (mGy) – 55.8

(1)

Figure 1. TLD calibration curve.

Where; Y represents TLD readings in
nanocolumb (nC) and X represents dose in
miligray (mGy).
In any examination phase, a bag of three TLD
chips were placed to measure environmental
background radiation dose. Read out process
were performed within 0- 24 h after exposure
and values were obtained in nano Coulomb (nC).
Next all three chips in each projection view were
corrected by ECC factor and averaged then
corrected for background reading. Finally,
reading of all chips converted to dose in
Milligray (mGy) by the calibration curve
equation.
In each radiographic view, a group of three
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TLD chips covered in radiolucent bag, were
placed at central axis of radiation field on the
phantom body, to measure the primary dose.
Three other TLDs were placed on the pubic
symphysis to measure the scattered dose. A fixed
group of TLDs was placed on the pubic
symphysis to measure the scattered radiation
dose arising from extremity examinations (arm,
forearm and leg, AP & LA view and right & left
side) and the same work was done for skull (AP
& LA view) (table 1). The reason was that the
production of scatter in the imaging of the
extremities was less due to their low thickness.
Likewise, because the skull is located at a
distance from the pelvis, the scattered dose
production per view was small.
Mathematical calculations and statistical
analysis
Calculations were performed in Microsoft
office Excel 2016, and data were analyzed using
SPSS (Armonk, NY, USA: IBM Corp).
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to examine
the normal distribution of data. Based on
the results, the collected data were not
normally distributed; therefore, non-parametric
Mann-Whitney U test was used for data analysis.
P-values <0.05 were considered statistically
significant.

RESULTS
The mean ESDs are presented in table 2.
Measurements were performed for standard
field sizes in the analog technique and for
standard and clinically used field sizes in the
digital technique. Table 2 shows the ESDs from
the primary beam for each studied organ.
Considering the similarity of radiation
parameters and the received doses of the limbs,
as summarized in the table, the primary ESDs for
the arms, forearms, legs, and femurs of both
sides in both projections (AP-LA) were averaged
per view. Also, the scattered doses received by
the pubic symphysis due to different
examinations are shown in table 2. Figure 2
presents the comparison of scattered doses
received by the pubic symphysis due to different
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 19 No. 4, October 2021
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examinations for standard and clinically used
field sizes in the digital system. Values are
expressed in mGy and averaged per view for
organs with different sides (right and left) and
projections (AP-LA).
All
radiological
examinations
were
performed using the digital technique in both
standard and clinically used radiation field sizes.
Table 3 presents the statistical comparison of
primary and scattered doses in the analog and

digital techniques. For more accuracy, because of
differences in the radiation parameters of the
limbs and large organs (table 1), two separate
rows were considered for the primary ESDs.
Table 4 shows the measured ESDs versus the
diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) reported in
some previous studies. The recorded values (in
mGy) are related to the digital technique with
standard field sizes (30-34).

Table 2. The measured primary and secondary mean entrance surface doses for the studied radiologic examinations.

Organs

Primary dose (mGy)
Digital
Analog
standard clinically used
1.72
1.66
1.63
1.39
1.40
1.07
1.24
1.30
1.72
2.27
2.34
1.60
2.12
2.03
1.95
1.15±0.02
1.12±0.02
0.85±0.00
0.95±0.01
0.92±0.02
0.84±0.01
1.08±0.06
1.01±0.03
0.85±0.01
1.56±0.05*
1.37±0.06*
1.75±0.02*
2.55
2.33
1.81
3.82
3.40
3.34

AP
LA
Chest
AP
Abdomen
AP
Pelvis
AP
Arm
AP&LA
Forearm AP&LA
Leg
AP&LA
Femur
AP&LA
AP
Lumbar
LA
† average scatter of AP and LA position
‡ average scatter of arm, forearm and leg, right and left side and AP-LAT position
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Skull

Scatter dose to pelvis (mGy)
Digital
Analog
standard clinically used
0.81±0.00†

0.82±0.00†

0.80±0.00†

0.81±0.00
0.90±0.00
-

0.83±0.00
2.14±0.00
-

0.81±0.00
0.87±0.00
-

0.81±0.00‡

0.99±0.00 ‡

0.81±0.00 ‡

0.84±0.02*
0.85±0.00
0.85±0.00

1.11±0.04*
1.32±0.00
1.99±0.00

0.84±0.01*
0.82±0.00
0.82±0.00

* average of right and left side and AP-LAT position

Table 3. Comparison of primary and scattered doses in analog and
digital techniques (standard vs. clinically used field sizes for digital
technique).

Figure 2. Scattered doses (secondary ESDs) received
by symphysis pubis, related to the studied
radiographies performed by digital technique with
standard and clinically used (non-standard) field
sizes.

Radiology System: Digital vs. Analog
Dose (mGy)
Radiology System N Mean ± SD p-value
Digital
11 1.94±0.74
Primary dose of
0.554
massive organs1
Analog
11 1.83±0.55
Digital
12 1.1±0.09
Primary dose to
0.00*
extrimities2
Analog
12 0.85±0.00
scatter dose received
Digital
22 0.76±0.18
to pelvis from all
0.7417
Analog
22 0.76±0.18
examinations
Digital: Standard vs. clinically used filed sizes
Primary Dose to standard field size 23 1.48±0.67
0.468
Organs
clinically used size 23 1.39±0.60
standard field size 22 0.76±0.18
Scatter Dose to
0.014*
Pelvis
clinically used size 22 1.14±0.54
1. Skull, chest, abdomen, pelvis, lumbar, femur
2. Arm, forearm, leg
* means the difference is significant.

Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 19 No. 4, October 2021
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Table 4. The comparison of the measured mean entrance
surface dose (ESD) values with diagnostic reference level
(DRLs) of some studies.

ESD
Diagnostic Reference Level (DRLs)
(mGy)
(mGy)
Organ
This
IAEA(30) UK(31) JAPAN(32) IRAN(33) IRAN(34)
study
Skull (AP) 1.72 2.41 1.8
3
1.22
1.3
Skull (LA) 1.39
1.1
2
1.01
1.17
Chest
1.24
0.2
0.64
(AP)
Abdomen
2.27 3.64 4.4
3
2.15
2
(AP)
Pelvis
2.12 3.68 3.9
3
1.47
1.62
(AP)
Lumbar
2.55 4.07 5.7
4
1.99
2.69
(AP)
Lumbar
3.82 8.53 10
11
3.83
4.22
(LA)
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we aimed to evaluate the ESDs
of different organs for analog and digital
radiography systems. We focused on the effects
of radiation field size on the scattered doses
received by the pelvic cavity in different
examinations. Major attention must be paid to
the increased use of digital radiography systems
because of their various options and simple
operation. The unique features of these systems,
such as a wide dynamic range and
post-processing capacity, may lead to patient
overexposure.
Our results revealed a significant decrease in
the primary doses of the extremities (i.e., arms,
forearms and legs), using the analog
radiography system (p-value=0.00) (table 3). On
the other hand, the mean ESDs of large organs
(i.e., skull, chest, abdomen, lumbar spine, and
femur) were almost similar and independent of
the radiography system type (p-value=0.554)
(table 3). On the contrary, in a study by Seo et al.
(15), the average ESD in digital radiography was
55.25% higher than that of analog radiography.
However, there was no significant difference in
the primary ESDs of large organs with the two
systems. Nevertheless, because of the wide
dynamic range, digital systems have the
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potential to increase the radiation parameters
and patient dose without any disruption in the
image quality (11).
Some studies have evaluated this issue while
emphasizing the importance of guidelines for
conventional radiography. Overall, dose control
and balance between image quality and patient
dose should be considered in digital systems (12,
16). Moreover, the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), in
digital systems has become a serious issue.
Operators face limitations in reducing mAs and
tend to apply higher radiation exposures to
improve the image quality (17). Also, anti-scatter
grids are used for almost all examinations in
digital systems, which require higher radiation
parameters to compensate for the effect of grid
(35). On the other hand, in radiography of the
limbs with analog systems, anti-scatter grids are
not used.
Based on the present findings (table 1), the
average kVp was about 20% higher in digital
techniques, and the average mAs was three
times greater in imaging of the extremities.
Recently, Mohsenzadeh et al. (36) evaluated the
patient dose in routine digital radiography. They
found considerable variations in ESDs between
different imaging centers; differences were even
observed at the same center using the same
digital systems. Their findings indicated many
influential factors, such as patient setup,
exposure setting (kVp, mAs, field size), use of
grids, and skillfulness of the radiology staff.
Although digital devices can remove the grid,
radiographers are often reluctant to separate it
due to its sensitivity. However, ESD or even ED
(effective dose) may seem insignificant in the
extremities, all safety precautions must be
observed for radiation protection.
In addition, according to the results of the
present study, the average scattered dose
received by the pubic symphysis showed no
significant difference in the analog and digital
techniques (p-value=0.7417) (table 3), which
can be attributed to the similar performance of
these two systems for large organs. Also, in
imaging of the extremities, the low energy of
primary beams, which leads to less scattered
radiation, may be influential. Moreover, an
appropriate field size is a major factor in
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 19 No. 4, October 2021
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radiation protection that may be ignored.
A recent study by Farzanegan et al. (20)
reported proper field size collimation in only
46% of examinations. Some factors may be
involved in the low rate of field size collimation,
such as patients’ emergency conditions, high
staff workload, concerns about missing the
diagnostic targets, and technician’s neglect (19, 20,
36).
Some specific capabilities of digital
radiography systems, such as electronic
collimation of field size, have caused some
challenges. In this regard, Zetterberg et al. (22)
reported an increase in the irradiated field size
since the implementation of digital radiography,
which caused technicians to neglect the
alignment of radiation field size manually. In
analog techniques, an increase in field size leads
to foggy images, while image density and
contrast can be moderated by post-processing
filters in digital systems. Therefore, due to the
increased use of digital radiology (36), field size
inaccuracy seems to be more common in these
systems. Accordingly, we designed an
examination for digital systems with standard
and clinically used field sizes.
The results revealed significant differences in
the scattered dose of the pelvis for standard and
clinically used field sizes in the digital technique
(p-value = 0.014), while the primary ESDs were
almost similar for both standard and clinically
used radiation field sizes (p-value = 0.468)
(table 3), because the TLDs were located at the
central beam axis, and exposure factors were the
same in both field size plans. On the other hand,
the patient dose increased in clinically used field
sizes, where wider regions were irradiated, and
the fields overlapped. This finding is consistent
with the results reported by Fauber et al. (21),
which showed a 27-60% decrement in
abdominal exposure during lumbar spine
imaging by field size collimation. Also, as a wider
region was exposed, the scattered photons were
produced in a greater volume (35).
According to the present findings (table 3),
significant differences were found in the
scattered doses received by the pubic symphysis
for collimated and non-collimated field sizes as
expected. We observed that part of doses
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 19 No. 4, October 2021

received by TLDs in the pelvic cavity originated
from the primary field borders of other
examinations, where the primary beam reached
the pubic symphysis, especially in noncollimated field sizes. As expected, abdominal,
lumbar, and femur examinations had greater
contributions to scatter radiation, which was
particularly more pronounced in non-restricted
field sizes. According to these findings, imaging
of these organs should be done with more
caution due to their proximity to the gonads;
obviously, the condition deteriorates for obese
patients and more importantly for children. In a
study by Mohsenzadeh et al. (36), the same
exposure parameters were implemented in
some centers for both children aged 10-15 years
and adults.
Our results are consistent with the findings
reported by Ahmed et al. (37), which showed that
when the radiation field opened at maximum
size, scattered radiation received by the gonads
was significantly higher. In abdominal
examinations with improper adjustment of field
size, the gonadal dose was 17 times higher. Since
radiography is an important part of diagnostic
procedures, appropriate
optimization is
necessary in every step of this procedure.
Accordingly, a DRL has been introduced to
maintain proper radiation exposure and avoid
an unnecessary increase in the patient dose.
Based on the present findings (table 4), the
measured ESDs were less than DRLs reported by
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
project and Japan (30, 32). These values were
higher than the national DRLs (NDRLs) and local
DRLs (LDRLs), reported in two Iranian studies
in the lumbar LAT view (33, 34).
In comparison with the NDRL reported in the
UK, the mean ESDs of the present study, except
for the skull (LAT view) and chest (AP view),
were lower (31). This study has some limitations,
such as the use of a fixed-size phantom. We
suggest further studies with phantoms of
different sizes and thicknesses or collection of
data from patients to compare the scattered
radiation for different field sizes and body
masses.
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CONCLUSION
Substitution of analog radiography systems
with digital ones has highlighted the importance
of specific measures and considerations.
Although proper radiation conditions must be
established in both systems, in digital units,
justification and optimization are needed.
According to the present findings, despite the
limitations of signal-to-noise ratio, if the
diagnostic imaging quality is maintained,
operators can apply lower radiation factors in
radiography of the extremities. Also, in some
examinations, the received dose to the pelvis
may exceed the recommended reference level,
especially in non-restricted field sizes, and
needs to be controlled. The present study
revealed that protective measures may be
ignored for various reasons. This is an issue of
major concern, and safety principles, especially
for younger age groups, must be optimized.
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